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Got Legos?
Please donate used Legos
to CAAP: Donations will be 
accepted at the front desk.

Hi! This is Mr. Crazy reporting for OTT. 
An avocado is sewing the piece of toast. 
Now, I am interviewing Reuben.
Q. What is your favorite period?
A. Photography. 
Q. What will you do this summer?
A. Go to two camps. 

This is Mr Crazy reporting for OTT. 

Today on Mr. Crazy

Climate change affects lots of things, 
but hardly anyone cares. It causes 
floods that can kill hundreds of people. 
We, humans, know how to stop this, but we don’t. We know it’s bad, but we 
put chemicals in the sky anyway. Some people are careless, and they can 
hurt others without noticing, and smoking is part of that. We can stop this. 
We just have to try. And to everyone reading this, do what you can. Of course, 
you can do this. Just like I said, try.

Climate Change and Why It’s Bad
By Myra Geisinger 

What's the Cutest Doggo??
By Dean Bennani

#1 (Biased) The Golden Doodle (PRICE) $1,000-$2,500
The cutest dog is definitely a golden doodle. Golden doodles are so fluffy 
and cute, and they come in all different shapes and sizes. For example, 
if you look up golden doodles, it will show a bunch of curly haired small dogs, 
but my golden doodle is MASSIVE. He's even taller than me when he stands 
up, and I would recommend it as a family dog.

#2 The Shiba Inu/DOGE (PRICE) $1,850-$5,000
You may know this cute doggo from the Doge meme, or if you love dogs, you 
already probably know this dog, or you may know this dog from cypto-
currency known as the Shiba Inu coin or Dogecoin. The Shiba Inu is a beautiful 
dog, but it is very pricey at a wowing $1,850-$5,000, but if you ask me, I 
think it's worth the price.

#3 The Siberian Husky (PRICE) $1,700-$10,000
I've never had a Siberian husky, but if I had to choose another dog, it would 
most definitely be a husky. The husky is very fluffy and kind (if trained). 
Huskies also have big teeth and a very cute smile, and I would recommend 
it as a house dog no matter the price. 

Why, hello, readers! Welcome back to The Completely Normal CAAP News Column! 
How have you been? Say it out loud! Right here, as you read this! The government 
mood surveys will be happy about this. Now for this week’s CAAP Community 
Calendar! 

Monday was a Festival Period day, offering several outdoor activities such as Big
Game, T-shirt Painting, Horrific Game, Blood Removal, Soapstone Pendant Making, 
and Demonic Game. Tuesday was another Festival Period day, which offered most of
the same things but added Government Overthrow. This was obviously stopped quickly 
by undercover military officers, and those involved were removed from CAAP. Today is 
a day. Thursday will be unknown. Friday is Femboy Friday, and also, well, I’ll just say you 
should be prepared.
 
Now, a word from our sponsor. Flesh! This has been the word from our sponsor.
 
Now for Traffic! If you see a blue Ford pickup truck with nothing in the back, it’s fine. 
However, if you see a pickup truck with odd paintings of eyes on the side, then run 
as fast as you can into the woods where they cannot find you. There may be a small 
traffic jam, so make sure to bring your jars and/or something to put the jam on!
 
Now, the news! Two Festival Period days in a row may signify imminent doom due to 
Festival Period essence being able to change the fate of the universe. Recently, several 
clay beings have emerged from the kilns in the clay room. They will attempt to walk 
towards you, but if knocked over, they will shatter into pieces, which results in a low 
danger level. However, if a hallway is empty, and you feel like you are being watched, 
you most definitely are. 
 

In other news, along with the confusing stairways, the hallways may repeat themselves 
with seemingly no exits. There are no known guides to these hallways; however, one 
thing is known. If you hear footsteps, run. Do not look behind you. Never stop running 
and hope that you survive.
 
Readers, this has been The Completely Normal CAAP News Column, and you have been 
confused. This column is inspired by the podcast Welcome to Night Vale. Check it out on
Spotify or other places you listen to podcasts!

The Completely Normal CAAP News Column 
By Don’t You Remember?

One day, a chicken was roaming around his house. Then he heard a 
knock at his door. He opened his door and saw a deer in the doorway. 
He was surprised, so he let him in. The deer was quiet for a moment 
until the chicken asked him, "What are you doing in my 
house?" 
The deer was silent and then said, "You let me in." 
The chicken considered this and sighed. "I was being friendly," he said.
"Well, I don't want you here, so get out. This is now my house," grumbled 
the deer. 
"WHAT?!?!" roared the chicken. "It's MY HOUSE!!" 
"Well, now it's my house, so get out." And with that, the deer kicked the chicken out of the 
house. 
"Ugh," sighed the chicken. "Why is it always me? I must be related to Neville Longbottom. 
I will get the deer back. I will." 
And the chicken trudged off with his head hung. He worked hard, and finally, he was ready to get
revenge on the deer. What was the revenge the chicken took out on the deer? We cannot say, but 
it was awesome, and the deer was never to be seen again. Or so everyone thought...

���������������
By Alex Chen and Mimi Crozier

If you’re like me, you’ve always wondered how they make 
mayonnaise out of eggs. As a frequent consumer of eggs 
and an occasional consumer of mayo, I was baffled as to 
how the egg can become something so different in 
composition and flavor as the mayonnaise spread. Here is 
how they do it, according to the experts:

The FDA requires mayo to contain at least 65% oil by 
weight, as well as some amount of vinegar and eggs. First,
mayo manufacturers emulsify the vinegar and the oil, or 
cause one of the liquids to be suspended in the other one.

After that, they put the 
mixture through a series 
of pumps and containers 
that might look like this,
in which additional 
ingredients are put in:
After that, we are left 
with the briny delicacy 
that us Americans crave 
desperately. It is a com-
plicated process, but a 
worthwhile one.

How They Make Mayo
By Ben Snyder

Tomorrow, Thursday the 14th, is Crazy Hat Day! 
Remember to wear a hilarious hat! You can make a hat, 
buy a hat, or anything else. I hope that walking in to 
CAAP tomorrow will be a great experience! So remember, 
tomorrow is Crazy Hat Day!

CAAP’s Crazy Hats 
By Penny Judd



Today is a bit of a… different article of M.A.A.C. It actually is a T.R.A.S.F.L. meeting. You see, 
T.R.A.S.F.L. stands for The Resistance Against Security Fairy Labor, and it started last tuesday 
when the head security fairy ,ןןΙ|l’��ІןIIl, or Chief Twinklewings and his assistant fairies went on strike. 
The ex-security fairies told us that they want to quit because they were always being dragged into 
doing everything for us. So here we are, at the T.R.A.S.F.L. meeting.
Exactly. And here comes Chief Twinklewings. Boy, does he look mad. But he always looks
mad. 
Sizzles, people come in all different emotions. 
Okay, then. What are you? What am I?
I’m FABULOUS. You’re ANNOYING.
Rosie, Fabulous isn’t an emotion. Ooh! Ooh! I think the meeting is starting!
Ι|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןII.
Sizzles, turn on the translation machine.
Okay, my co-worker friend. 
������������������������������������������������������
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We’re listening! I mean, Ι|l’��Іן 
Sizzles, when was the last time you took a Faireese class? You just said “Diaper Sandwich Party.” 
Is that what you meant? 
� ���������������������������
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I’m sorry! I didn’t mean to insult you! I mean, ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��
Sizzles, you just said “Piano Dine Century’s Factor Green Mutation.” Did you take the Gnomean 
language class or the Faireese class in high school? I took both, and you aren’t speaking Gnomean 
or Faireese!
I didn’t go to high school!
� ���������������������������
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Okay, good plan! I mean ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��ІןIIΙ|l’��
Sizzles, you just said “Don’t Push It.” 
� � � � � � ����������
��������������������������������������
Um, this concludes number six! Tune in next time for when we talk to the evil queen 
from “Snow White”! And a special announcement for next time is that we will have a 
surprise guest star!

Magical Animal Advice Column Number Six
Interviewers: Roselia Sparklenose, unicorn Sizzles Os’more, dragon
Magical animal seeking advice: none, this is a meeting with T.R.A.S.F.L.

INSTRUCTIONS:
One person reads the story to themselves and if the word under the line is “adjective” (for example),
then the person who reads the story just says “adjective” without telling the other person what the story 
says. When you have an answer for every line you read the filled in story out loud
                                              EXAMPLE: I like to swim in the bowl    .
                                                     ( noun)  

I love the Noontime Show, I wait all lunch for the time of day when I get to sit and watch people 

perform. Today is the _______  cohort’s turn to show us what they can do! I hope they make 
                                      (color)
_______ rain from the sky and bring in _______ puppies! Well it’s about to start, BRING IN THE 
  (noun)                                                                        (number)

 

PUPPIES! The first act is a song about ______. Next is a ________ improv performance about 
                                                                 (noun)                            (adjective)
_______! This Noontime Show is almost over, just 5 more acts! There is a video, a poem,
 (noun)
another song and a monologue. Finally the last act, a ________ performance by the Red Cohort!
                                                                                       (adjective)
That was a great show, I can’t wait for the next one.

CAAP Libs: The Fake Noontime Show Review
By Penny Judd 

Hello, welcome to our first article. In these articles, we will give you up 
to 10 facts that I think are pretty cool and then a fact that I think is super
cool, so here you go.

1. Stingrays mouths, nostrils, and gills are actually located under their 
bodies, so they basically are laying on their mouths, nostrils, and gills 
when they sleep. 
2. Humans are the only animals that smile to show happiness. Every 
other animal smiles to show fear, aggression, and/or pant to cool off. 
3. Flamingos are actually white, and shrimp are actually 
grey. Shrimp and flamingos are pink because they eat algae 
that contain pigments called carotenoid and flamingos eat a lot of 
shrimp. 
4. A tumor can grow teeth and hair.
5. If you are claustrophobic, you aren't actually scared of small spaces 
you are scared of getting stuck.
6. Freshwater takes 4-6 minutes to drown you when saltwater takes 
10 minutes. 
7. The human heart beats more than 2.5 billion times in an 
average lifetime. 
8. Whales swallow half a million calories in a single mouthful.
9. There are 10 million tons of diamonds on Jupiter and Saturn.
10. The sunsets on Mars are blue.

FINALLY, in ancient times people used spider webs as bandaids. Well, 
that's all folks, I hope you enjoyed and learned some new stuff. 

Random Facts We Have Learned
By Rhianna Hollister

THE WORLD IS HEATING UP! Every moment 
someone starts their car and drives 
it around, they're releasing greenhouse 
gases. Greenhouse gases are similar to 
glass on the outside of a greenhouse; it 
traps heat! Which is melting the ice caps 
and destroying delicate ecosystems.
Refrigerators aren't helping the climate 
either. Refrigerators have chemicals 
that, when released, open up little 
patches in the ozone layer. Can you see 
where this is going? If not, then I'll just 
tell you: it helps burn the earth, ripping 
and tearing at the survival of millions of 
animals, and, to make it worse, it's all 
humanity's work/fault. Yep, it's your fault 
for having a car and a fridge! You're one 
of the many people (including me) heating 
up the earth. Have fun feeling ashamed 
of yourself! Bye!

Climate Change
by Ziva Birnbaum

The Animal Activist (In response to the article Why Dogs Are Better Than Cats) 
By Rose Amaya Price

Why you're wrong and why cats and dogs are equals - call me 
the animal activist.
As a cat owner and a cat and dog lover, I think that the war of 
cats vs. dogs should end with a tie. I know that people will always 
have an opinion. So, Dear Penny, why are you so offensive 
toward cats? Here are 2 things you are wrong about.

1. Cats do sleep with you, but if they don't, that means that your 
cat doesn't like you, and you should spend more time with them 
and be nicer or feed them better food and pay more attention.

2. Cats care if they scratch you or if you get hurt. When I came home 
one day crying because I was hurt, my cat tried her 
best to reassure me. A cat always has a reason to 
scratch you, like if you are being mean or they want 
to play.

So Penny, please can we agree to disagree? MEOW.

Breaking news!!! On Mars, there is a new ogre apocalypse.  
The Brain conjured up a magic portal from his jail cell that 
sucked up all the ogres on the grounds. Then luckily, they
rained down on Mars.  Superman closed the portal with 
help from Supergirl and her dog. So now astronauts can go 
back to Mars, but there may have been a Dementor who landed 
on Mars, so watch out!! And that's the news for today! 
So bye.

The Ogre Apocalypse
By Nora Thompson

Do you know about keyboards? If you don't, I could teach you. So on the 
top row, there's a bunch of numbers. And there's a Backspace button. On 
the second row, there is a Tab button and letters. On the third row, there is 
a Search and an Enter button and letters. On the last row, there are letters 
and a Shift button. Each key does something different. Here is a list of keys 
and what they do:
Esc (Escape): the usual get-out-of-trouble key
Back: go back one page
Refresh: refresh your page
Full Page: toggle the current page to take up the full screen
Show Windows: show all the open windows on the screen; if you have 
more than one virtual desktop, they are shown on top of the screen.

Keyboards By Rachel Lemoine
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